
Shredder

Shredder is a sampler designed to be easy to use and fun to play with.  

Installation
On windows, unzip and place in your VST directory. On OS X unzip and put it in your 
/Library/Audio/Plug-Ins/VST/ folder. 

What does it do?
Shredder samples on your command (via MIDI notes on) and replays (also via MIDI notes) in 
different modes (choosen by the user) and tweakable pitches (tweakable by the user that is).

How To operate.
Drop it on a  track with audio and either press the play/record parameters in the gui or 
corresponding parameters (there is a whole bunch of them) or control it via midi. notes C2 to H/B-2 
(note number 48 to 60) starts recording on the 12 slots, please note that the notes can change octave 
a little bit depending on which host you are using but when you find the correct note it will show in 
the GUI. The octave over the one we just played with plays the samples back. The replay-mode and 
pitch can be choosen as parameters per slot.

A little explanation regarding the replay modes are as follows:
“>>” Forward play
“<<” Backwards play
“<< >>” PingPong playing
“>> R” Forward play and then repeat the buffer from the beginning



“<< R” Backwards play and then repeat from the end(but since it is backwards it is really forward)
“<< >> C” Pingpong then repeat, continuous.

“>> CR “ Forward Continuous Reverse?? heck I dont even know what I was thinking when I was 
implementing these schemes, just try em and se what happens
"<< CR" Like see the >> CR part, I urge you to explore
For an example on what I like to do with it, check out this youtube video: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RhES6K_445Y

Price and praise
Shredder is released as donation ware, you can use it as much as you like, if you want to donate 
there is a page over at shuriken.se that you could use to find info. I've spent much more time 
making this usable for you then I would have if I was the only one to play with it. 

Known issues
No known issues today, this might change in the future. 

Copyright and stuff like that 

The Shredder VST plugin  is copyright ©2007 by me, Johan Larsby.  
And I grant you permission to use it as you like,  be ye hobbyist or professional  on the following 
conditions:

You may not distribute the plug-in for any sort of financial compensation whatsoever.  If you want 
to put this on a CD and distribute it with your fancy magazine you have to contact me to get my 
mailing address and send me a copy of that magazine.  

You will not hold me liable  for any damage that Shredder might cause you, your friends, your 
computer or your hearing.

If you are  Timbaland  or have been associated with him, you may NOT use this plugin. If you do 
anyway you give me (Johan Larsby) all your intellectual property. This clause may be changed for a 
hefty sum of money, contact me for further information.

Also you may not hotlink to any images or .zip files as www.shuriken.se, please ask for permission 
before doing so.

http://www.shuriken.se/
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